OmniIndex GDPR and Privacy Statement
OmniIndex Inc and its associated companies along with their partners do not store any data
that comes through The OmniIndex Platform. This data resides only in memory during the
processing of an item of content and at no time does it pass out of the control of the
customer.
All portions of the OmniIndex Platform reside within a customer's own data center and
network. There is no mechanism within any of the applications to get access outside of
that network and to pass data outside of that network.
The OmniIndex Platform is split into 3 areas:
● Clients - these harvest the data.
● The SDK - this manages and manipulates the data.
● The Blockchain Nodes - these store the manipulated data.
At both rest and in transit, all data is encrypted. Furthermore, the passing of the items
between areas is carried out via a secure https connection using TLS security. This means
that at no stage are any items visible unencrypted.
Unless alternative arrangements have been made between parties with an alternate data
use agreement in place, the SDK resides in the customer’s cloud. While the SDK works on
the data, it is stored only in temporary memory and it is never stored to a disk or to an area
that can be viewed by an external actor. These temporary files are clearly marked and can be
easily deleted.
No Personally Identifiable Information is stored by OmniIndex.
The OmniIndex Blockchain does not hold any unencrypted data, and it has no mechanism to
view, manipulate or harvest data that is stored within itself.

Information We Collect
OmniIndex does not collect any information from our applications and our applications do
not store data that we are able to access.

Information You Give Us
Many of our services require you to sign up for a Google Account. When you do, we’ll
ask for personal information including your name, email address or telephone number.
Some of this information is stored on an encrypted Blockchain. For example the user’s
email address and phone number.

Device Information
We do not collect or store any specific device information.

Third Party Authorizations
OmniIndex will sometimes ask that you grant permission for our applications to access
private areas of your external accounts. For example your Google account.
This enables the application to access documents, emails and your storage areas. Neither
OmniIndex nor its employees, contractors or partners can access any of this information
and it is used solely to provide a service to the user. For example encrypting a document
or enabling a document to be placed into a Blockchain.

